Chapter 10: Appendix B

Writing prompt: What are four characteristics of the **metals** on the Periodic Table of Elements?

Use the Venn diagram in your Science Notebook

*Rubric:*

_____ 10 points—I indented the first line of the paragraph.

_____ 10 points—I capitalized the first word in each sentence and used end punctuation.

_____ 10 points—I wrote in paragraph format from margin to margin.

_____ 40 points—I used academic language stems to build my scholarly language.

- One characteristic of metal is . . .
- Another property of metal is . . .
- A third . . .
- A final characteristic is . . .

_____ 30 points—I used key words and phrases like:

- location of metals on the Periodic Table of the Elements
- zig zag line
- state of matter (solid, liquid, gas)
- luster or shine
- malleability (the ability to be pounded into shapes)
- conductivity (is it a good conductor or poor conductor?)